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United States International Economic Policy in
an Interdependent World

1971

international organizations are increasingly operating across borders
and engaging in legal transactions in virtually all jurisdictions this
makes familiarity with the applicable law and practice imperative for
both international organizations and those who engage in legal
relations with them furthermore the issue of whether how and to what
extent domestic courts take into account decisions of foreign and
international courts and tribunals in their own decision making has
become increasingly important in recent years this book provides a
comprehensive empirical study of this transnational judicial dialogue
focusing on the law and practice of domestic jurisdictions concerning
the legal personality privileges and immunities of international
organizations it presents a selection of detailed country by country
studies examining the manner of judicial dialogue across domestic
jurisdictions and between national and international courts the
approach taken in this book intersects with three highly topical areas
of international legal scholarship the rapidly evolving law of
international institutions the burgeoning research into the role of
domestic courts in the international legal system and the recent rise



of empirically oriented legal scholarship utilizing oup s
international law in domestic courts database the book presents
analysis of little known cases which have real international
significance illustrating the impact and extent of transnational
judicial dialogue in the international legal system the book provides
important perspectives on the evolution and status of the law of
immunity of international organizations and contributes to the
understanding of relationships between national courts and between
national and international courts

The Privileges and Immunities of International
Organizations in Domestic Courts

2013-09-12

this book asks what the legal definition of an international
organization is by examining how they create particular legal systems
that derive from international law and analysing the systems of
governance in these organizations



The Concept of an International Organization in
International Law

2021

this proceeding book contains peer reviewed seventy scientific
articles which were presented in xiii th international symposium on
biomechanics and medicine held in 17th to 21st sep 2018 at tsukuba
university japan the contents are diverse and the latest research
results on various kinds of swimming and underwater exercise in
different research areas are introduced it is an essential book for
researchers coaches medical staffs and swimmers involved in the
swimming and water exercise ���������� 2018�9�17���21����������������
xiii th international symposium on biomechanics and medicine����������
��������� �70���������� �������� �������������������������������������
������� ������������� ��� ������������������� �� preface
acknowledgements invited lectures biomechanics coaching teaching and
learning medicine and physiology paralympic and performance analysis
aquatic exercise and water safety �� �� ���� �������� �������� �� ����
�������� ����������������� ���������



XIII th INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM on BIOMECHANICS
and MEDICINE in SWIMMING PROCEEDINGS

2018-09-21

jean jacques rousseau s thinking on the nature and dynamics of
international politics represents a brilliant and disturbing
contribution to our understanding of international affairs this book
attempts to make rousseau s thinking on international relations easily
accessible by collecting for the first time selections from rousseau s
important writings in which he develops his unique international
perspective and by providing a detailed interpretation of this
perspective

Rousseau on International Relations

1991

this book expounds the theory of international arbitration law it
explains in easily accessible terms all the fundamentals of
arbitration from separability of the arbitration agreement to
competence competence over procedural autonomy finality of the award



and many other concepts it does so with a focus on international
arbitration law and jurisprudence in switzerland a global leader in
the field with a broader reach than a commentary of chapter 12 of the
swiss private international law act the discussion contains numerous
references to comparative law and its developments in addition to an
extensive review of the practice of international tribunals written by
two well known specialists professor kaufmann kohler being one of the
leading arbitrators worldwide and professor rigozzi one of the
foremost experts in sports arbitration the work reflects many years of
experience in managing arbitral proceedings involving commercial
investment and sports disputes this expertise is the basis for the
solutions proposed to resolve the many practical issues that may arise
in the course of an arbitration it also informs the discussion of the
arbitration rules addressed in the book from the icc arbitration rules
to the swiss rules of international arbitration the cas code and the
uncitral rules while the book covers commercial and sports
arbitrations primarily it also applies to investment arbitrations
conducted under rules other than the icsid framework

International Arbitration: Law and Practice in



Switzerland

2015-10-22

this book addresses how western universities have constructed
themselves as global providers of education and are driven to be
globally competitive it examines how the term international has been
exploited by the market in the form of government educational policies
and agencies host institutions academia and the mass media the book
explores matters relating to the role of the english language in
international education in general and the field of tesol in
particular it demonstrates how english and tesol have exercised their
symbolic power coupled with the desire for international education to
create convenient identities for international tesol students it also
discusses the complexity surrounding and informing these students
painful yet sophisticated appropriation of and resistance to the
convenient labels they are subjected to

Desiring TESOL and International Education

2014-01-22

territorial leasing in diplomacy and international law draws from a



large number of cases to examine and assess this relatively common but
unexplored practice in which states reallocate their rights on
territory without altering boundaries or resorting to definitive
cessions

Territorial Leasing in Diplomacy and
International Law

2015-05-27

this volume is the first in a new series of studies on the frontiers
of international law the term frontier is traditionally associated
with proximity to a boundary or a demarcation line but it is also a
connecting point i e a passage or channel between spaces that are
usually considered as separate entities the series aims to explore the
visible and imaginary boundaries of scholarship in international law
it is designed to test the existing table of contents vocabulary and
limits of public international law to investigate lines and linkages
between centre and periphery and to re map or re think some of its
conceptual boundaries the current volume is written in this spirit it
deals with the tension between unity and diversification which has
gained a central place in the debate under the label of fragmentation
it explores the meaning articulation and risks of this phenomenon in a



specific area international criminal justice it brings together
established and fresh voices who analyse different sites and
contestations of this concept as well as its context and specific
manifestations in the interpretation and application of international
criminal law the volume thereby connects discourse on fragmentation
with broader inquiry on the merits and discontents of legal pluralism
in public international law

The Diversification and Fragmentation of
International Criminal Law

2012-10-23

this original study examines the extent to which international labour
issues have become issue of concern within the european union the ilo
the oecd organization for economic cooperation and development and the
wto world trade organization

Social Issues, Globalisation and International



Institutions

2005-11-29

this book is designed to introduce law students legal actors and human
rights activists particularly participants in human rights dialogues
with china to the process and reality of a newly confident china s
participation in the international human rights system albeit with
inherent challenges from an international and comparative perspective
one of the key findings of the author s research is that progress
towards human rights depends more on judges than on legislators
chinese legislators have enacted a series of reforms in order to
better protect human rights unfortunately these reforms have not led
to greater adherence to china s international human rights obligations
in practice the reforms failed because they have generally been
misunderstood by chinese judges who often have a limited understanding
of international human rights norms specifically this book will
examine how judicial misunderstandings have blocked reforms in one
specific area the use of severe punishments based on international
human rights theory and case studies and data analyses this
examination has several purposes the first is to suggest that china
ratify the iccpr as the next step for its substantive progress in
human rights and as a good preparation for its re applying to be a



member of the un human right council in the future the second is to
explain how judges could be better educated in international human
rights norms so as to greatly reduce the use of severe punishments and
better comply with china s human rights obligations the third is to
demonstrate how the international community could better engage with
china in a manner that is more conducive to human rights improvements
the author s ultimate goal is to enhance dialogue on human rights in
china between judges and the chinese government between chinese judges
and their foreign counterparts and between china s government and the
international community another significant aim of this book is to
clarify the controversial question of what obligations china should
undertake before its ratification of the iccpr and to re examine
trends in its developing human rights policy after standing down from
the council in late 2012 the tortuous progress of china s criminal law
and criminal justice reforms has confirmed that chinese judges need
further instruction on how to apply severe punishments in a manner
consistent with international standards judges should be encouraged to
exercise more discretion when sentencing so that penalties reflect the
intent of relevant domestic laws as well as the international human
rights standards enumerated in the iccpr in order to better educate
and train judges this book contains introductory chapters that examine
the severe punishments currently available to chinese judges from an
international human rights perspective to illustrate how chinese
justice currently falls short of international norms this paper also



examines several cases that are considered to be indicative of china s
progress towards greater respect for human rights and the rule of law
these cases demonstrate that china still has a long way to go to
achieve its goals at least before abolishing the death penalty forced
labor and torture

China and International Human Rights

2013-12-12

jürgen kurtz provides a theoretically grounded and doctrinally
tractable framework to understand the relationship between
international trade and investment law

The WTO and International Investment Law

2016-01-25

dana s handbook is an essential read for international
entrepreneurship scholars as well as policymakers and practitioners
concerned with the dynamics associated with the international
entrepreneurship process succinct reviews of the literature and useful
summary tables relating to key themes and studies are presented by a



number of contributors paul westhead international small business
journal this is a formidable and weighty tome more important than
sheer quantity is consideration of the quality and here the broad
spread yet eclectic choice of the research papers is most enlightening
the contributing authors have collectively condensed much of the
knowledge garnered from the past five years of this global field into
one handy sourcebook the end result is indeed a fresh recognition if
recognition still needs to be made of the major importance of this new
global growth phenomenon of international entrepreneurship mark haydon
international journal of entrepreneurship and innovation the handbook
is a nearly comprehensive reference work to the field that will be
useful to scholars new to the area as well as those already engaged in
it i was impressed by the diversity of the authors the handbook is an
excellent broad reference to the field ben oviatt journal of
international business studies over the last few years there has been
an increased interest in research on the internationalization of new
ventures and the global challenges facing growing young businesses the
handbook of research on international entrepreneurship has collected
and synthesized the contributions of leading researchers in an effort
to define and categorize the unique contributions and state of the art
of this emerging field it provides a comprehensive multi disciplinary
treatment that advances the frontiers of knowledge regarding the
fundamental concepts methods and theories of international
entrepreneurship the handbook should serve as both an authoritative



and comprehensive reference work for researchers and a state of the
art compilation of new insights for educational leaders ari ginsberg
new york university stern school of business us entrepreneurship and
international business have remained separate subjects for far too
long the study of international entrepreneurship thrives on the cross
fertilisation of ideas between these fields it is one of the most
dynamic research areas in economics and management the contributors to
this handbook are the pioneers in the field and this volume provides a
definitive survey of their work mark casson university of reading uk
these notable researchers share a common dedication to rigorous
methodologies and vigorous research together in this volume the
researchers have assembled and presented a cross section of tested
methods and innovative approaches these contributions are an
inspiration to younger researchers and this bids fair to set the tone
and level of intellectual rigour and vigour for future research in the
emerging field of international entrepreneurship from the preface by
bob kirk university of canterbury new zealand this unique reference
book provides an array of diverse perspectives on international
entrepreneurship a new and emerging field of research that blends
concepts and methodologies from more traditional social sciences the
handbook includes chapters written by top researchers of economics and
sociology as well as academic leaders in the fields of
entrepreneurship and international business state of the art
contributions provide up to date literature reviews making this book



essential for the researcher of entrepreneurship and the
internationalisation of entrepreneurs

Handbook of Research on International
Entrepreneurship

2004

are international and asian regional institutions serving the
development goals of asian and pacific economies as well they should
the global economy led by the asia pacific region has undergone
immense change and growth have the existing institutions and
arrangements been able to keep pace with those changes in the global
economy international institutions and asian development tackles these
questions and is an essential book for the assessment of regional and
international institutions as well as policy prescriptions for
reforming them to ensure they deliver on sustainable peaceful growth
and development in the region drawing from papers presented to the
32nd pacific trade and development conference in hanoi in 2007 the
contributions by distinguished authors add to the understanding of the
purpose evolution relevance and gaps in regional and global
institutions and their arrangements shiro armstrong is a research
fellow at the crawford school of economics and government at the



australian national university vo tri thanh is director of the
department for international economic integration studies of the
central institute of economic management in vietnam

International Institutions and Economic
Development in Asia

2010-11-16

the book examines how the resolutions of the un general assembly
acquire legal significance through state practice by using an
empirically grounded research methodology it enriches the existing
scholarly literature in this field and provides unique insights into
the concept of legal significance showing how it develops through
state practice

Empirical and Theoretical Perspectives on
International Law

2022-08-04

this book offers a stimulating introduction to the links between areas



of global governance human rights global economy and international law
by drawing on a range of diverse subject areas errol p mendes argues
that the foundations of global governance human rights and
international law are undermined by a conflict or tragic flaw where
insistence on absolute conceptions of state sovereignty are pitted
against universally accepted principles of justice and human rights
resulting in destructive self interest for both the state and the
global community the book explores how human rights and international
law are applied in some of the critical institutions of global
governance and in the operations of the global private sector and how
states institutions and global civil society struggle to fight this
tragic flaw the book is brought up to date by considering developments
in the role of the imf the world bank bilateral investment treaties
the likely failure of the doha round of wto negotiations the legacy of
the 2008 financial crisis and the role of the international criminal
court and the evolving responsibility to protect doctrine in
international peace and security crises in the middle east central and
west africa among other regions of the world with its intensely
interdisciplinary approach this book motivates new thinking in the
realm of global governance and international law and promotes the
development of new strategies for negotiating between conflicting
leadership and organisational values within global institutions the
book will be of great interest and use to students and researchers of
public international law international relations and political science



business and human rights global governance and international trade
and economic law

Global Governance, Human Rights and
International Law

2014-02-05

the impact of international organizations on international
lawaddresses how international organizations particularly those within
the un system have changed the forms contents and effects of
international law professor jose alvarez considers the impact on
sovereigns and actions taken by the contemporary security council the
un general assembly and un specialized agencies such as the world
health organization he considers the diverse functions performed by
adjudicators from judges of the international criminal court to
arbitrators within the international investment regime this text
raises fundamental questions concerning the future of international
law given the challenges international organizations pose to legal
positivism to traditional conceptions of sovereignty and to the rule
of law itself



The Impact of International Organizations on
International Law

2017

kate parlett s monograph on the individual in the international legal
system examines the way in which individuals have come to have a
certain status in international law from the first treaties conferring
rights and capacities on individuals through to the present day
including very recent developments in human rights law and
international investment law it focusses on international claims
processes humanitarian law international criminal law and human rights
law and reflecting on comprehensive analysis which cuts across all of
these fields draws conclusions about structural change in the
international legal system

International Relations

1964

the u n commission on human rights protector or accomplice hearing
before the subcommittee on africa global human rights and



international operations of the committee on international relations
house of representatives one hundred ninth congress first session
april 19 2005

International Broadcasting

1996

two fish are swimming in a pond do you know what the fish asks his
friend no tell me i was talking to a frog the other day and he told me
that we are surrounded by water his friend looks at him with great
scepticism water what s that show me some water this book is an
attempt to stir up the water the two fish are swimming in it analyses
the different theoretical approaches to international law and invites
readers to engage with legal thinking in order to familiarize
ourselves with the water all around us of which we hardly have any
perception international lawyers and students of international law
often find themselves focused on the practice of the law rather than
the underlying theory the main aim of this book is to provide
interested scholars practitioners graduate and postgraduate students
in international law and otherdisciplines with an introduction to
various international legal theories their genealogies and critique by
providing an analytical approach to international legal theory the



book encourages readers to sharpen their sensitivity to these
different methodologies and to consider how thepresuppositions behind
each theory affect analysis research and practice in international law
theories of international law is intended to assist students scholars
and practitioners in reflecting more generally how knowledge is formed
in the field

H.R. 669, the Peace Corps Expansion Act, H.R.
434, the African Growth and Opportunity Act,
and Consideration of the Oversight Plan of the
Committee on International Relations' Impact on
Today's Children

1999

in this concise introduction to international law students gain a
clear appreciation for how politics shapes the development of
international law and how international law shapes political relations
between states throughout the book rochester takes this complex
subject and makes it accessible with his vibrant easy to read prose



The Individual in the International Legal
System

2011-04-14

this book provides an interdisciplinary examination of international
law by addressing four critical questions how are international legal
rules distinctive how does an investigator determine the existence of
a rule of international law does international law really matter in
international politics and what effect could the changing nature of
international relations have on international law using constructivist
theory arend argues that international law can alter the identity of
states and consequently have a profound impact on state behavior

The U.N. Commission on Human Rights

2018-02-08

with the introduction of the bologna process the emphasis on the
importance of international librarianship and its activity between
governmental or non governmental institutions organizations and groups
of nations has continued to grow collaboration in international and



comparative librarianship highlights the importance of international
librarianship in governmental and non governmental institutions
organizations and groups in order to promote develop and maintain
librarianship and the library profession around the world this
publication is essential for graduate students researchers teachers
and lis administrators in the field of library science

International Law Theories

2016

in this era of globalization international law plays a significant
role in facing rapid development of various legal issues cultural
preservation has emerged as an important legal issue that should be
considered by states this book consists of academic papers presented
and discussed during the 9th international conference of the centre of
international law studies 9th cils conference held in malang indonesia
2 3 october 2018 the title of the book represents the major theme of
the conference culture and international law it is argued that along
with globalization cultural preservation is slowly ignored by states
various papers presented in the book cover five topics cultural
heritage cultural rights culture and economic activity culture and
armed conflict and a general topic the authors of the papers are



outstanding academics from various countries lithuania united states
of america australia thailand and indonesia the conference was
organized by universitas indonesia in collaboration with brawijaya
university this book aims to give a useful contribution to the
existing literature on international law specifically focussing on
cultural issues from the perspective of cultural heritage and rights
economic as well as armed conflict

Between Peril and Promise

2011-11-08

the canadian council on international law was founded in 1972 with the
aim of encouraging the study and analysis of international law issues
in canada one of the council s main activities is the organization of
an annual conference dealing with contemporary subjects in
international law this book marks the 25th anniversary of the council
by bringing together 25 papers on international law carefully selected
from the proceedings of the annual conferences in the years since its
foundation the collection provides an overview of the issues
considered by the council in its first 25 years and highlights the
significant contribution of canadian experts to and canada s
particular concerns in the field of international law the essays



represent the work of leading international lawyers on issues
concerning the theory and practise of public international law
including environmental law human rights the law of armed conflict and
the issue of state succession le conseil canadien de droit
international a été créé en 1972 dans le but de favoriser l étude et l
approfondissement de questions de droit international au canada une
des principales activitiés du conseil est l organisation d un congrès
annuel consacré à des sujets d actualité en droit international cet
ouvrage marque le 25e anniversaire du conseil et regroupe 25 textes de
droit international choisis avec soin parmi les travaux des congrès
annuels organisés depuis sa fondation la collection illustre les
thèmes qui ont fait l objet d étude par le conseil durant ses 25
premières années d existence et souligne l importante contribution des
spécialistes canadiens dans les domaines du droit international qui
sont d un intérêt particulier au canada ces articles représentent la
réflexion d internationalistes de renom sur des sujets se rapportant à
la théorie et à la pratique du droit international y compris le droit
de l environnement les droits de la personne le droit relatif à la
force armée et la question de la sécession d États

Legal Rules and International Society

1999-09-09



reexamining customary international law takes on the complex issues
and controversies surrounding the history theory and practice of
customary international law as it reexamines customary law s
increasingly important role in world affairs it incorporates the
expertise of distinguished authors to probe many difficult issues that
remain unresolved concerning the doctrine of customary law at the same
time this book engages in a profound exploration of the practical role
of customary international law in a variety of important fields
including humanitarian law human rights law and air and space law

Brazil's Economic Crisis and Its Impact for
International Trade

2000

the prohibition of torture the right to physical and mental integrity
is guaranteed in the strongest terms under international law it is
protected as an absolute right non derogable even in times of war or
public emergency under many human rights treaties and is also
generally accepted as a part of customary international law and even
ius cogens the main instrument to combat torture within the framework
of the united nations is the convention against torture and other
cruel inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment cat this commentary



explores the problematic definition of torture in the convention the
substantive obligations of states parties the principle of non
refoulement provisions for international monitoring and also the
concept of preventative visits to all places of detention as contained
in the optional protocol to the cat it also covers issues including
the distinction between torture and cruel inhuman or degrading
treatment and the principle of non admissibility of evidence extracted
under torture full article by article commentary on the convention
also provides historical context and thorough analysis of case law and
practice from international and regional courts and monitoring bodies
relevant case law from domestic courts are also discussed despite the
broad ratification and the universal recognition of the prohibition of
torture and other forms of ill treatment we witness a global crisis
affecting the majority of countries worldwide in recent years the
protection of human rights is experiencing a particularly serious
crisis also affecting the phenomenon of torture in which official
narratives and public belief often trivialise and even endorse such
practices in the name of security and the fight against terrorism
ignoring the suffering and damages it causes on the other hand the
positive experiences in some states illustrate that torture can be
eradicated if the provisions of cat and opcat are taken seriously and
are being fully implemented this is an open access title available
under the terms of a cc by nc 4 0 international licence it is offered
as a free pdf download from oup and selected open access locations



U.S./China Relations and Human Rights

1998

Collaboration in International and Comparative
Librarianship

2013-07-31

United States International Economic Policy in
an Interdependent World

1970

Evaluating U.S. Foreign Policy

1995



Monthly Catalog of United States Government
Publications

1980

International Monetary Reform

1974

Culture and International Law

2019-09-03

Selected Papers in International Law (Textes
Choisis en Droit International)

1999-11-02



International Co-operation in Tax Matters

1983

Reexamining Customary International Law

2017-02-16

The Law Students' Journal

1890

International Development and Food Assistance
Act of 1978

1978



H.R. 4899, H.R. 5224, H.R. 5239, H.R. 2166, and
H. Con. Res. 328

2001

The United Nations Convention Against Torture
and its Optional Protocol

2019-12-19
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